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TECHNICAL GUIDELINES 
FOR PREPRESS

Data exchange and color management in offset and 
digital printing.
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Foreword

Guidelines for the production of 
printing data

STI-Pro Grafik GmbH manages the entire pre-press operation – from data pro-
cessing, correcting and retouching to the production of contract proofs for offset 
printing and flexographic post print. With its large-format 7b exposure systems,  
STI has state-of-the-art CTP (computer-to-plate) exposure units and a laser 
gravure system for flexo klischees. 

The idea behind this brochure is to establish a common vocabulary for smoother 
communication between agencies, marketing departments, pre-press and print-
ing houses.

These guidelines summarize the most important aspects of the pre-press process, 
especially as it concerns packaging and display projects. Standards for both 
artwork creation and provision are defined. 

This document also covers various questions of handling data - especially in the 
realm of post-production, such as responsibility for data, storage or other areas 
requiring clear arrangements between parties involved.  

Primarily, these guidelines are related to offset printing and add to the  
PSO (Process Standard Offset). Other printing processes may have different  
requirements, in which case, specific data and guidelines are provided by the 
packaging and display manufacturer

These guidelines are intended to:

                  Increase reliability at each stage of the process 

                  Improve color management, using the digital media of your choice 

                  Optimize the means of production

First, there are important differences between reproducible data and data ready 

for print:

   Reproducible data has to be edited by the packaging  
  and display manufacturer and causes additional effort.

   Print ready data on the other hand needs an accurate  
  coordination between the data supplier and STI in the run-up  
  to the job. lt is subject to additional guidelines, depending on  
  the respective job. As a result, the effort by STI is reduced and  
  the responsibility shifts to the data supplier.

Technical guidelines for data exchange in prepress in packaging and display 
production are based on:

  Process Standard Offset bvdm

  Technical guidelines FFI

  STI standards
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Foreword

With the help of these guidelines it should be a simple matter to ensure the 
correct production and transfer of the data. Deviations from these guidelines 
must be specifically agreed upon, as they can otherwise give rise to delays and 
additional expenses, that has to be paid by the originator.

STI’s customers include almost half of all of Europe’s largest consumer goods 
manufacturers (FMCG) as well as the leading industrial goods companies and 
trade enterprises, including 20 of Germany’s top 30 corporations. The STI Group is 
the number one display manufacturer in Europe as well as one of Europe’s leading 
packaging companies. STI’s products and consulting services contribute to its 
customers’ success in marketing their products.

All products and services are tailored to the requirements of our clients located 
throughout Europe. As a management-led, family-run company, the STI Group 
relies on creative employees, relevant decision making and a high level of auton-
omy. We want to be the first choice for our customers and to distinguish ourselves 
through expert leadership. 

Around 2.000 people work for STI in Europe. At STI, our job isn’t done until our 
customer is completely satisfied.
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Offset printing – Data and storage media

operating systems

Data from Macintosh or Windows operating systems are preferred.

Storage media and Filetransfer

Data should be exchanged by CD/DVD (please coordinate with STI) or by file 
transfer via Email or FTP.

File names

Reproducible and print-ready files should always be generated within a logical 
folder structure. The files must be clearly named. The names used must describe 
the contents of the file and/or folder. High and low-resolution image data must 
be described as such. File names should contain only alphanumeric characters 
without any special characters.

Programs and versions

For open files, please make sure to contact STI about the used applications and 
versions. All established file formats of the graphic industry can be handled, 
preferably Adobe CC applications (Indesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, PDF) . 
All files are imported to the prepress software ArtPro and integrated in our Auto-
mation Engine workflow.  

Offset printing – Data and storage media

Image data

Generally, we welcome image file formats such as TIFF, PSD, (JPEG only at the 
highest quality settting possible to avoid visible quality loss). At final size, picture 
resolution should be 300ppi.  Delivered PDF files should be at least version 1.4 
(with transparencies).
Not suitable are files created with Office applications like Word, Excel or Power-
Point. Converting these files into printable data would cause an immense effort. 
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Object desrciption 
 
Dieline

When designing the layout, the finally-approved dieline must be used at 100% 
size. Glueing areas are to be kept free of ink and varnish. A special color named 
“Stanze” is to be used for the dieline. The dieline must be marked with the dimen-
sions A, B and H (Fig. 3), and is always to be supplied as a top view.

Bleed / marks

If there is no printing on dust flaps and tuck-in flaps, a bleed of 7 mm has to be 
applied. The glue flaps are always to be kept free of ink and varnish with a bleed  
of 7 mm. The exact values for each product are are specific to the material and 
size and available upon request from STI.

Colors and color labeling

CMYK data is required for printing. Please make sure that printing data is prepared 
in CMYK and not in RGB or mixed mode. The number of colors to be printed is 
to be noted in a legend. Spot colors are to be created and labelled as HKS or 
Pantone full-tone colors. If the document has been created as a four-color CMYK 
separation, it is necessary to determine whether the desired tone can be achieved 
through four-color separation.

Finish

If an extra finish is desired, e.g. blind embossing or hotfoil stamping, an additional 
special color will be needed for each finish.

Object description
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Layout

Layout 
 
Fonts 

All fonts used are to be supplied along with the complete character set. Before 
supplying fonts, please ensure that the requisite use rights are in place. It is also 
possible to create outlines of all fonts. This should only be applied to a copy of 
the original file, because in the outlined text no content can be changed. Some 
program-specific text effects may not be suitable for vectorization (like under-
line or faux bold/italics). 

Type sizes and stroke strength 

To preserve printability and legibility, type sizes should not be less than 5 points. 
Negative text of less than 5 points suffers from visible misregistration during the 
printing process, leading to insufficient line thickness. Negative characters should 
only be positioned on multi-colored objects if the font has good readability (at 
least 6p and no light fonts or thin serifes). The minimum stroke should be at least 
0.1 mm, for negative lines 0,15mm. Deviations from these guidelines should be 
examined carefully to ensure feasibility.

Text attributes / text effects

The distance between graphic elements/text and cut or folding lines should not 
be less than 4 mm. Types used, their sizes and other attributes of fonts used in 
finishing and embossing processes are subject to discussion due to their special 
parameters. Program-specific text-effects (e.g. underline, shadow etc) cannot 
be vectorized and may not be used.

Coding

If there is no barcode placed in reproducible data, a space has to be defined and 
filled with a spot color, marked as “Barcode”. Furthermore, type and size of the 
code to be inserted has to be specified. If a code is positioned, please make sure 
that the coding is placed in a standard size and that there is sufficient contrast 
between coding and background. The readability of barcodes should be ensured, 
to which end the GS1 standards are to be complied with. For print-ready files, 
the data supplier is accountable for corrections to barcodes when necessary.

6 point

8 point

12 point

24 point

Printable
negative text smears up during printing
negative text smears up during printing

Mis-registration of negative text on multicolor background
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Embossing

Embossing has to be applied on a separate layer with a spot color. 

Pictures

Half-tone image for a 70 l/cm screening ought to have a resolution of 300 ppi at 
full size. For large format pictures a resolution of 200ppi can be sufficient depending 
on the motif . Bitmap (1-bit Tiff) pictures need at least 1200ppi To guarantee 
smooth edges. High-resolution TIFF or PSD file formats are preferred.

Black full tone

In multicolored prints, black full tone surfaces should be underlaid with  
40% cyan.

Ink coverage / total amount of ink

The total amount of ink should not be above 320%.
We recommend the ICC Profil isocoated v2 300% for converting RGB to CMYK. 
At STI, we use GMG ink optimzer software to re-separate all files  via DeviceLink-
transformation  in order to avoid color shifts during printing (standardized sepa-
ration, more stable grey balance through GCR).

Important notice

When using a special finish and unique printing substrates (non-absorbent 
materials) please contact us about data optimization.

This especially refers to:

   Cold foil stamping 

   Hot foil stamping

   Spot varnish

   Embossing

   Foil lamination

Layout
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Documentation

Documentation 
 
Contract proofs and color samples

The following proof prints may be used to check the scale colors:

   Press proof on original substrate (in accordance with PSO, ISO 12647-2)

   Digital proof with substrate simulation (in accordance with PSO, ISO 12647-2)

It is essential that a proof is supplied so that colors can be matched. A true-
color test print using original material is the most expensive but also the most 
accurate way to simulate the final product. In digital proofing, it is important to 
keep in mind that the result is just a CMYK simulation of the final print, which is 
not binding for spot colors. For spot colors a color-sample of the used color chart 
(Pantone, HKS) can be supplied additionally. 
 
For products printed in CMYK,  the proof has to be produced in accordance with  
the Process Standard Offset with a simulation of the subtsrate applied. 

To assess the scale colors, the Ugra/Fogra Media Wedge V3 must be included in 
the proof.

The matching should take place under standard light of 5000K.
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Printing colors

To ensure clear color definitions in production, standardized color systems  
have to be used.

The most common standards are:

   ISO 2846 ((formerly Euroskala ISO 16539)

   PANTONE

   HKS

Deviations from these standards are only allowed for special corporate colors.

Spotcolors / finish

Colors for dielines, crop marks, finish etc. must be defined as a spot color and 
clearly labeled as such on a separate layer.

In CMYK data, all colors that cannot be defined as process colors have to be de-
fined as spot colors and printed as additional colors (e.g. Pantone/HKS).
Please make sure not to incorrectly define a color as a spot color and avoid dupli-
cates (2x the same color with different names that would result in two printing 
plates for the same separation, for instance PANTONE 123 C and P 123 C ).

Documentation
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Documentation

PDF/X: an ISO standard for prepress

The popular PDF file format (Portable Document Format), developed by Adobe, 
provides a way to exchange data independently of operating system. In digital 
prepress it has become a standard tool which helps optimize workflow. However, 
due to its many capabilities and wide utility, it also bears the risk of rendering 
files useless for the printing process..

Images in RGB-mode or with low resolution may be perfect for use in the internt 
or in office applications, but they are insufficient for prepress. Non-embedded 
fonts in PDFs are displayed incorrectly or replaced entirely.

In addition to high resolution and embedded fonts, PDFs require useable in-
formation on spot colors, profiles and other elements if they are to be used for 
prepress. Elements common to office and internet applications such as hyperlinks, 
buttons, drop-down menus etc. cannot be realized in printing and are therefore 
not to be applied.

In order to establish criteria toward the creation of a common standard, the ISO 
commission developed the PDF/X standard, which defines a number of condi-
tions, for example concerning the transfer of CMYK and spot colors. 

The latest extension PDF/X-4 (ISO 15930-7) provides a definition of digital, PDF-
based artwork, which also takes Color Management Workflow into account. 

The PDF/X-4 standard also solves several additional problems for prepress, includ-
ing the integration of transparencies, since modern RIP systems can handle them 
natively.

For the new standard to realize its potential of significantly improving quality 
management, both the designer of printing data and the prepress function must 
comply with its criteria fully. Effective communication between the participants 
must be seen as a pre-requisite, especially in the beginning of their collaboration.

Control elements

When delivering PDF files, a distinct naming is crucial.

Control media for supplied data should be full-colored prints. 
 

  PDF files should be exported directly from the application  
 (Indesign, Illustrator, ArtPro) to keep native transparencies 
 (PDF 1.4 oder higher).  

  All fonts must be embedded in the PDF.

  STI reserves the right to print out samples for quality control. 

  A preflight check is recommended. 
In addition to resolution and color separation it is important to proof overprint 
elements – white objects set to overprint are not visible when printed!   

The print data will only be displayed correctly with the overprint and separation 
preview settings turned on!

Data checking

The data supplier should inspect the data for completeness and accuracy (ie. 
using the checklist) prior to delivery. Upon delivery, STI will conduct its own 
examination. If the data are found to be incomplete, at variance from the print 
approval, or otherwise unprintable, STI will get in touch with the customer’s 
contact person to determine whether the data supplier can provide correct data 
or whether STI will edit the data at the customer’s expense..

Data-backup/data storage

The storage of data is a service. Generating data structures, updating data or the 
in- and output of data can all lead to additional expenses. For this reason, an 
agreement must be reached in advance as to the type, duration and cost of data 
storage.

Providing printing data

Please contact STI to obtain printing data - minor expenses will be incurred.
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Digital printing
Data delivery as PDF
 
When creating PDFs please keep the following in mind:
Please use PDF version 1.4 or higher (with transparencies) directly exported from 
Illustrator, Indesign or ArtPro. PDFs created with acrobat distiller always have 
flattened transparencies and complicate further processing. 
Please embed all fonts.
If the file contains a dieline, please use a special spot color „Stanze“ and set it to 
overprint.
For direct implementation into our workflow, the artwork must be centered on the  
dieline (trimbox).

Data delivery as open files
Open files from the following applications are preferred: 
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop. 
All established file formats of the graphic industry can be handled.

Pictures

We recommend a resolution of at least 200 ppi (at final size). For large format 
pictures 150 ppi may be sufficient depending on the motif.
The color mode is CMYK.
RGB data and special colors are converted to CMYK.
Embedded profiles in CMYK data will be discarded. The output profile is 
ISO coated v2 300.

Bleed

Bleed is necessary to counteract cutting misregistrations and should be 10 mm on 
all sides.
Logos and text must be placed at least 5mm from cut or folding lines.

Fonts

Please embed all fonts in the PDF. 
For open files all necessary fonts must be delivered with the data or must be 
vectorized!

Overprint settings

Check your file for correct overprint settings - white objects set to overprint are not 
visible when printed! 

Additional remarks

Comment and form fields and hidden layers will be discarded.

Please use corresponding names to label front and backprint.

Digital printing at STI adheres to the Process-Standard Offset in order to achieve a 
constant color reproduction even with different printing methods.

Digital printing
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STI - Gustav Stabernack GmbH
Richard-Stabernack-Straße

D-36341 Lauterbach

Tel. +49 6641 81-0
Fax +49 6641 81-407

service@sti-group.com

Process Standard Offset 
officially confirmed

The STI Group has been working in accordance with the criteria of 
the Process Standard Offset (PSO) since 1984. Only a year after its 
launch in 2006, the PSO certificate officially confirms STI’s adher-
ence to the PSO’s exacting standards. 

The STI Group is among the first German packaging printers that have received the 
sought-after certificate, for its prepress operation (STI ProGrafik GmbH) as well as for its 
production sites in Lauterbach, Neutraubling, Grebenhain and Greven.

Security for repeat orders

The Process Standard Offset was conceived as the contemporary doctrine of print 
production. It guarantees the quality of production at every level - from the receipt of 
a customer’s data to the final print - and forms the basis of a production process that is 
reliable and reproducible. 
To establish whether a printer fulfills the PSO, the company in question has to demon-
strate the process in a comprehensive test procedure. The test ranges from the data 
check, preparation of proofs, production of the printing plates and a print run of 5000 
sheets. It is then evaluated to see whether the printing products comply with the 
specifications. Only then is the certificate awarded. 

After these comprehensive tests, the Sächsische Institut für die Druckindustrie (SID)  con-
firmed that the rigorous requirements of the standard are fulfilled at STI in Lauterbach, 
Neutraubling, Grebenhain and Greven.
 
Win with quality

Above all, it is the customer who gains from the reliable and reproducible print quality. 
The high quality levels are not guaranteed by standardised processes,  
but first and foremost, by qualified and committed staff. 

When PSO was initially introduced at STI, staff in the prepress service and print shops 
also were familiarised with both the philosophy and the test methods. To keep up 
to date with the current state of technology, the staff has had ongoing training and 
gained further qualifications. The PSO not only delivers specifications but also enables 
a continuous, simple and transparent quality control.

The certificate from the SID confirms the print quality that has already been practised for years 
by the STI Group.
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Kontakt:
STI Corrugated GmbH

Herr Carsten Geisel
Wilhelm-Stabernack-Strasse 3

36304 Alsfeld
Tel. +49 (0) 66 31/707-506

Mobil +49 (0) 172/6933795
email: carsten.geisel@sti-group.com

www.sti-group.com
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